NYPOWER INDUSTRIES

AGRICULTURE PRODUCTS
FORMULA 333

SIMPLE ORANGE

High Performance Disinfectant

MULTI PURPOSE DEGREASER
Made with the best degreasing ingredients to
clean any surface. Great for warehouse
cleaning, shop floors, walls, catwalks, and shop
equipment. It will enhance and recondition
many different surfaces, maintaining a deep
clean is what Simple Orange does best!

Formula 333 is an extremely effective
quaternary bactericide with excellent hard
water tolerance, perfect for Alberta’s hard
water. It is useful as a disinfectant, and
sanitizer. Formula 333 is also a powerful
Cleaner, you can be confident that as you are
cleaning any hard surface, you’re also killing
any bacteria. Formula 333 Rinses freely.
 Highly Concentrated, can be diluted to
6 mL per liter for disinfection
 Doubles as a great hard surface
cleaner
4L - $______
20L - $______
205L - $______

PINK POWER
High PH Industrial Degreaser
Powerful, Concentrated, Alkaline, Cost
Effective. This describes Pink Power. Used
mainly as a pressure washing pre spray on
heavy equipment or trucks, Pink Power is an
extremely effective pre-spray degreaser. You’ll
see it working as soon as it hits the surface!
 Amazing Degreasing Results
 Attacks Dirt and Grime Immediately
 Leaves Rubber surfaces Black
20L - $______
205L - $______






Many Different Applications
Removes Oily Substance with Ease
Paint Safe
Dilute for Any Grade of Cleaning

4L - $______
20L - $______
205L - $______

AGI Odour EEZ

Deodorizer

AGI will make that horrible smell go away!
doesn’t matter what it is, just thoroughly soak
the area the smell is coming from and walk
away and let AGI get to work! AGI works on any
organic substance, leaving a pleasant fresh
smell.
 Organically Digests any Smells
 Leaves Fresh Smelling Interiors
 Spray and Walk Away
 Effective Cleaning Action
4L - $______
20L - $______
205L - $______

At Nypower Industries we wouldn’t
sell a product that has not been
proven on the field, through vigorous
testing in many oil field clean-up, and
in oil well maintenance applications.

